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EXPEDIA TRAVELERS Reveal the TOP 10 SUSTAINABLE PLACES To STAY
AROUND THE WORLD
AHEAD OF EARTH DAY 2019 

PARIS - BELLEVUE, 28.04.2019, 08:58 Time

USPA NEWS - Travel is not just about seeing the Wonders of the Earth but understanding our Impact upon it. With increasing
Frequency, People are looking to make the Shift from "Tourist" to "Conscious Traveler" by finding Ways to maximize Positive Impacts
on the Locations they visit. Making Thoughtful Choices about how, when, and where you go on a Vacation can make a Significant
Difference. So, this Earth Day, Expedia analyzed its Global Bank of over eight million Traveler Reviews from last year to find the Key
Hot Spots for Eco-Travelers. 
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Delving deep into Sentiment, the Global Data showed the 10 Best Places to stay around the World, as reviewed by Expedia Travelers.
From Boutiques with Beehives and Resorts with Rainwater Recycling, to Grand Urban Retreats with Solar Cell Power, many of these
Amazing Places show that Luxury and Sustainability are not mutually Exclusive. Additionally, Expedia highlighted the Top Countries
with the Best Reviewed Eco-Conscious Accommodations, with the USA topping the Charts.

--- Top 10 Eco-Friendly Stays on Expedia according to Travelers

1 ) - Sandos Caracol Eco Resort, Mexico
2 ) - Nomad Hotel Roissy CDG, Paris, France
3 ) - Siloso Beach Resort, Sentosa, Singapore
4 ) - Habitat Suites, Austin, Texas
5) - Pakasai Resort, Krabi, Thailand
6 ) - PARKROYAL on Pickering, Singapore
7 ) - The Green House, Bournemouth, UK
8 ) - Listel Hotel, Vancouver, Canada
9 ) - Hotel Verde, Cape Town, South Africa
10) - Sherwood Queenstown, Queenstown, New Zealand

--- Top 10 Sustainable Countries around the World

1 ) - USA
2 ) - Mexico
3 ) - Canada
4 ) - Australia
5 ) - UK
6 ) - Costa Rica
7 ) - Thailand
8 ) - New Zealand
9 ) - France
10 ) -Italy

--- Take a Closer Look : Expedia's 10 Most Recommended Eco-Friendly Stays from around the World



1. Sandos Caracol Eco Resort ““ Playa del Carmen, Mexico

Situated between Dense Jungle and the Blue of the Mexican Caribbean coast, this Rainforest Alliance-Certified Destination is among
the Highest-Rated by Travellers for the Multitude of Positive Impacts it offers.

* Extensive policies governing waste management, resource consumption and natural conservation
* Opportunities for guests to engage in ecologically sustainable practices: eco-tours, cruelty-free animal interactions and beach
meditation
* A commitment to the community, reflected in celebrations of local indigenous culture, on-site markets that support local artisans, and
local partnerships to improve area schools.

2. Nomad Hotel Roissy CDG ““ Paris, France

Located five minutes by Car from Charles de Gaulle Airport, the Nomad Hotel Roissy CDG boasts Scandinavian-Inspired Design,
Tech-Enabled Customisable Room Layouts and a Mission to "to reduce the Ecological Impact of these Buildings to a Minimum, at
Every Stage of Life, from Design to Operation"“”making it the Perfect Accommodation for Digital Nomads with Green Leanings.

* Rigorous standards for creation/loss of heat and a low total annual energy consumption, supported by green (living) exterior
cladding, solar panels, air handling units
* Proactive efforts to neutralize water impact through use of rainwater collectors
* Use of sustainable materials, including PEFC wood, carpets made from recycled fishing nets, recycled stone and glass shower units

3. Siloso Beach Resort, Sentosa ““ Singapore

Just off Singapore's South Coast lies Sentosa Island, a Haven whose Southwest Coast is the Home to the Siloso Beach Resort. Steps
from the Sandy Beaches of the South China Sea, this Award-Winning Eco-Resort has taken special care to integrate the Surrounding
Habitat into its Design by prioritising Open Spaces and preserving established Natural Features like Mature Trees and Flowing
Springs. The result ? A Uniquely Organic take on a Luxurious Beach Resort Experience.

* 200 original trees preserved (and 450 planted) on-site; landscape pool fed by underground waters and built according to natural
terrain formation
* 72% of the resort is open-air“”and activities including cycle tours, hikes and other eco-adventures
* Operations keep ecological impacts top-of-mind, emphasising locally-sourced foods, limited use of plastics, and reduced energy
consumption.

4. Habitat Suites ““ Austin, TX, USA

Habitat Suites, a Sustainable Gem in the Heart of Texas' most Progressive City, boasts a 30-Year Track Record of Forward-Thinking
Environmental Stewardship. Habitat Suites has been a Charter Member of the Green Hotels Association since 1991“”and won an
Austin Green Business Leader Gold Award in 2018.

* Widespread use of alternative energy, including solar panels, solar thermal and electric vehicle charging
* On-premises organic fruit and herb gardens; clean, local and organic food options
* Use of plant-based, zero harsh chemical detergents for cleaning; bio-safe guest shampoos and detergents; hypoallergenic suites that
include live potted plants and windows that open for access to fresh air

5. Pakasai Resort ““ Krabi, Thailand

Spa Treatments, Boxing and Cooking Classes plus plenty of Space for lounging by the Pool“”the Pakasai Resort delivers on
everything you'd expect from a Tropical Thai Resort, then sweetens the Deal with an Impressive List of Sustainability Efforts. "Krabi's
Greenest Resort" was the first in the Area to win an ASEAN Green Hotel Award (2014).

* Resource conservation efforts include rainwater capture and greywater recycling, energy efficient lighting, biogas production and
reduction of plastic use
* Careful attention given to reducing carbon emissions through waste minimization program and collaboration with the local community



and local organizations
* Guests are encouraged to make their stay even greener by joining the #GreeningPakasai campaign, which incentivises visitors to
make low-carbon choices around food, transportation, linen services and local activities.

6. PARKROYAL on Pickering ““ Singapore

With 15,000 square metres of Greenery and a Cutting-Edge Design, the PARKROYAL is equally impressive in what it does and
doesn't do. This LEED-Certified Masterpiece saves 32.5 Olympic-Sized Swimming Pools' worth of water annually and could power an
estimated 680 Households with the Energy saved by its Conservation Efforts.

* Highly regulated resource consumption through employment of light, motion, and rain sensors
* Solar cells and rainwater collection mean zero-energy maintenance of the 15,000 m2 sky gardens
* Thoughtful construction processes reduced concrete (and associated waste and energy expenditure) use by more than 80%.

7. The Green House ““ Bournemouth, UK

Equally suitable for Weddings, Self-Care Weekends and Romantic Getaways, every Detail of this Eco-Hotel has been designed to
help Guests feel Great while doing Good. That Ethos touches every Facet of The Green House, from the Building's Renewable Energy
Production and Forest Stewardship Certified, UK-Crafted Furnishings to the On-Site Restaurant's adherence to Local Sourcing and
hHgh Animal Welfare Standards“”the Company car even runs on Bio-Fuel from the Kitchen's Old Cooking Oil !

* The use of earth-friendly cleaning products and efforts toward energy conservation
* Staff are trained in the ethos of sustainability and are encouraged to find new ways to improve the Green House's efforts
* Environmental efforts extend to the exterior grounds, including bird and bat boxes (to provide a safe place for breeding) and rooftop
beehives that produce honey.

8. The Listel Hotel Vancouver ““ Vancouver, BC, Canada

The Listel Hotel dedicates itself to both Environmental Responsibility and the Arts. The Hotel provides a Location to elevate Local and
International Artists“”including a Gallery dedicated to First Nations Artists from the Northwest Coast“”while participating in the City of
Vancouver's "Corporate Climate Leader" pPogram, setting an Example for Sustainable Tourism Efforts across the Globe.

* Responsible food practices including membership in Vancouver Aquarium's Ocean Wise sustainable seafood program and a
commitment to offering local and sustainable food and wine
* Conservation efforts including 20 solar panels, a state-of-the-art heat capture program (reducing the hotel's natural gas use by 30%)
and water reduction and air quality programs
* Adherence to a 100% Zero Waste policy since August 2011.

9. Hotel Verde ““ Cape Town, South Africa

"Sustainable by Design, Stylish by Nature" is the Modest Motto of Cape Town's Hotel Verde. The First Hotel in Africa to offer 100%
Carbon-Neutral Accommodation and Conferencing, the Cape Town Verde has earned an Extensive List of International Accolades
(LEED Platinum Certification and a 6-Star Rating from the Green Building Council of South Africa) for its Extensive Adherence to
Sustainable Practices.

* Restoration of the surrounding wetlands now supports indigenous water-wise vegetation and a healthy population of Cape
honeybees“”as well as an ecotrail, outdoor gym, and eco-pool for visitor use, plus on-site edible food gardens and aquaponics
* Energy efficiencies include photovoltaic panels on the roof and north-facing facades, wind turbines, energy-generating gym
equipment and geothermal heat
* Commitment to social responsibility through sustainable procurement practices, waste management and community involvement.

10. Sherwood Queenstown ““ Queenstown, New Zealand

Sustainability and Connection with Nature are behind every Detail you'll encounter at the Sherwood Queenstown, a Boutique Hotel
perched on Three Acres of Alpine Hillside overlooking Lake Wakatipu. The Sherwood operates based on the Belief that "a Simple



Respect for Nature lies at the heart of any Sustainable Practice". The Hotel's Orchards and Kitchen Garden supply its Award-Winning
Restaurant; most Rooms offer Sweeping Mountain or Lake Views, and all are outfitted with South Island Wool Blankets and Locally-
Sourced Beverages. Mornings start with optional Yoga Sessions, followed by Hiking, Mountain Biking, Skiing or Snowboarding.

* A focus on materiality selection that integrates the building with the landscape, while employing upcycled fixtures, fittings and
furnishings
* Conscious choices about energy generation“”the Sherwood is one of the largest private solar installs in New Zealand and currently
generates enough electricity to return surplus to the grid
* Selection of food, wine, beer, spirits, and other consumable products that are local, natural, healthy, ethical, seasonal and
sustainable in their production and use.
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